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Introduction

Few body models of hadron are of vital interest for their physics

because the active ingredients of most of them are only a few quarks

(q) and/or antiquarks (q). Obvious examples are mesons iqq), baryons

(qqq), baryonia (qqqq) and dibaryons (6q). In addition one should con-

sider glueballs (gg) in which gluons substitute for quarks, but are

otherwise governed by the same mechanism of (color) confinement common

to all the feu-quark systems listed above. On the other hand, bigger

hadronic systems containing many more quarks are best left out of the

ambit of few-quark models, in favour of a hierarchical description in

which suitable hadronic composites (of few-quarks each) form the basic

units. Even within these contours, few-quark systems have been quite

rich Ln physics content in as much as newer and newer areas of spec-

troscopy have been opening up with the discovery of each new flavour,

especially in qq systems, and partly in qqq systems. Qualitative under^

standing (including phenoroenological fits) has generally been available

in individual flavour sectors, hut a single integrated approach to the

entire field is still a distant goal reflecting the present status, not

so much of the basic theoretical foundations, as of the tools of imple-

mentation.

With the renaissance of field theory heralded by the Salam -

Weinberg model of electroweak interactions, QCD has obviously emerged

as the leading contender to the theoretical basis for quark interac-

tions, but even after ten years of its existence its tools (pertur-

bative QCD) have not proved adequate for the physics of all but the

shortest distances (largeQ ) . Indeed, perturbative QCD, which

correctly provides the one-gluon exchange part of the qq interaction,

is not even a proper starting point for the treatment of the confine-

ment problem which holds the key to the understanding of bound systems.

While efforts are still on both within the lattice framework2'and more

conventional field theory (e.g. Adler) , for a closed form represen-

tation of the confining part of the color interaction in terms of the

QCD parameter A , it can hardly be claimed at the present state of the

art that a definite picture has emerged yet. (From the experimental
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side too, there is too much "scatter" in the effective value of A , re-

flecting on the status of convergence of the QCD expansion parameter

o ). Moreover, lattice gauge theories (LGT), despite their great prem-

ise of eventually resolving the issue, not only require huge computer

facilities (unthinkable for developing countries!),but the available

results are yet to show a reasonable degree of numerical stability on

their predictions of spectroscopic data'". In this sense, the hadronic

level predictions of LGT that are available to-day are not yet competi-

tive with the simplest alternative of an effective confining parameter

put in by hand, e.g. string tension (linear), spring constant (har-

monic) and 'bag1 radius (bag models),

1. Bethe-Salpeter Basis for Effective Confinement.

The effective confinement alternative (without a deeper under-

standing) has generally been taken as a starting point for hadronic

calculations almost since the birth of quark physics. The first formal

approach of this type was the HIT bag model wherein the quarks con-

stituting a given hadron move freely inside a 'bubble' (the quark

vacuum), symbolizing the hadronic state imbedded in an infinite fluid

(the normal vacuum). The radius (H) of the bubble, a fundamental

constant of the theory, is fixed once for all, independently of the

quark configuration constituting the given hadronic state. The model

is r-elativistic, and accounts for several broad features of hadronic

structure (mass patterns) , but its coarse-grained character often

limits its applicational potential to a wider class of hadronic pro-

cesses (especially transition matrix elements of various types)

without many more assumptions. Especially serious is its failure to

understand pionic structure as part of the overall dynamics, thus

necessitating its treatment as a sort of (elementary) Nambu-Goldstone

particle , at the cost of a vital predictive power for the model. For

such and allied reasons, the bag model seems to be too narrow a dynamical

framework for the study of few-quark systems, even with confinement

put in by hand, and one must turn to more orthodox forms of dynamics

(Schrodinger, Bethe-Salpeter} for more intensive and extensive hadronic

level tests of the effective confinement ansatz.

The Schrodinger (N.R.) framework,employed since the earliest days

of the quark model is a perfectly respectable starting point for the

dynamics of heavy quark systems, such as cc ,b b for which the effec-

tive linear confinement programme has been generally successful in

association with the (short-range) one-gluon exchange term. Indeed,

it was a fortunate coincidence that the advent of QCD almost co-

incided with the discovery of cc mesons , so that a simple dynamical
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framework (NH) for linear confinement was immediately available for a

test of the short-distance features of the QCD interaction, through a

successful prediction of the excited cc spectra '. Unfortunately,

however, for light quark (u,d,s) systems,the Schrodinger framework is

"ot a proper starting point, and must give place to a suitable rela-

tivistic formulation. Now relativistic formulations (of two particle

systems) have a very long history and a large number of variants exist

in the literature. It is not the purpose of this article to go into a

review of these variants, but pick out for further presentation one of

the earliest, and perhaps most natural of these, which is also capable

of generalization to multi-quark systems viz, the Bethe-Salpeter (BS)

equation

12)T h e Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation ~' was the first four-dimensional

generalization of the Schrodinger equation for bound systems formulated

in the language of field theory immediately after the spectacular

successes of covariant (JED. The 4-dimensional BS amplitude * is related

to the 3-dimensional (Schrod^nger-like) wave function (> through the

instantaneous approximation (IA) * (?) = 5dp oT(p M ), or the ac-

called null-plane-approximation (NPA) which is obtained by the re-

placements po * Po-pz = p_, p z - Po+pz s p+

Quantitatively an important gain from the BS formulation of the

fifties was to provide theoretically realiable relativistic corrections

to the Schrodinger equation up to 0(v2/c2)for systems where it was

meaningful to expand in powers of (p/m). It was well checked for e+e~

systems^n particular where the agreement with data left little to be

desired . All these BS tools developed in the fifties came in handy

for heavy flavoured systems (cc, 11) in the seventies, where it was

enough to keep terras up to 0(p2/m2)only . However, the v2/ c
2 _

point of view cannot be regarded at an adequate starting point for the

physics of (uds) systems' which are intrinsically relativistic, and must

give way to (some sort of) a closed form representation of relativistic

features. On the other hand, there need not be any basic objection to

the IA (or NPA) treatment of the BS equation since it does not,

prima facie,compromise relativistic features.

Having thus decided on the BS dynamics .(in a closed form, instead

of a v/c - expansion) for the physics of uds systems, it is good to

remind ourselves once again of the central objective stated earlier,

viz, to provide intensive and expensive tests of the effective confine-

ment mechanism operating at the micro-level of the constituent pairs

(qq or qq) . To implement such a programme in a meaningful fashion, a

minimum requirement is to identify the confining parameter (string
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tension or spring constant) as a universal constant, hopefully indepen-

dent of all flavours, so that its theoretical sweep extends over sev-

eral hadronic systems simultaneously, not merely the prediction of

their mass spectra (which merely constitute a 'zero-order' test) but

also a host of other measurable quantities depending sensitively on

the wave functions of the hadrons concerned). The philosophy is in

principle similar to the bag model (or its variants) where the role of

the fundamental confining parameter is played by the bag radius, but

the yardstick of theoretical consistency and numerical precision aimed

at is appreciably higher, while keeping the formalism reasonably simple

and elegant. To illustrate the nature of the challenge on hand, the so-

called Regge slope exhibits a good deal of 'scatter' for different

particles (N, 4 , A , Z )thus pointing to a dynamical origin born out of

their composite (oqq) structures. Now if the concept of a universal

spring constant ( u ) at the micro-level is to make sense, it should

be possible to understand these variations partly as an M-dependent

(tH- hadron mass) effect, and partly through an mq(quark mass) depend-

ence, while keeping the value of <u fixed for all flavours.

Now it is easy to incorporate the one-gluon exchange term which consti-

tutes the lowest order kernel of the BS equation in the ladder approxi-

mation. The fuller kernel K can bepictured as a sum of the irreducible

kernels of successively higher orders:

v K + X. + ... (i)

where K-, is

or qq pair as

th one-gluon exchange term which is expressible for a qq

(2)

where the various quantities are defined as

(3)

tr I yK>> 1 \ W (4)
*m _ ^ TTI *- tret p •= -i- / \ • -^- / \ v

Unfortunately this term does not provide confinement, nor is it poss-

ible to compute the higher order terms of (1), which presumably hold

the key to confinement in a meaningful fashion. We seek to fill this

gap by lumping together all except the K^-term of (1) into an effec-

tive kernel K f ~ representing the confining interaction . For the

color and spin dependence of this kernel we assume it to be the same as

that of the one-gluon term (2). For its spatial dependence we make the

-k-
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harmonic assumption, viz

MM^T* * 3 - ̂  (5)
2 2

with w replaced by ID for the q-q interaction. The color factor
^12 i s ~ d ^ for a I11 m e s o n an!* equals - 2/3 for a qq pair within a
qqq baryon. Finally, we assume pairwise kernels for systems consisting
of more than two quarks (qqq, qqqq), and treat the one-gluon term (2)
perturbativelv,, The BS equations governing the qq and qqq systems are
of the forms

O(0" V ^ ̂ V <

and similarly for qqqq systems.
Here

19)
An identical formalism applies to glueball (gg) states with the color
factor F,g equal to -3, the Dirac propagators replaced by those for
gluons and a different spring constant in2 for m2_ in (5). Moreover,
the three spring constants are geometrically related:

•» a 1. _ 1-

Finally, the spring constants for the different flavour sectors
are connected by the ansatz

^ U fc(^'v<irO^ (lo)

where the reduced spring constant w , expected to be the same for all
flavours, plays the role of the universal confining parameter akin to
the radius of the 'bag' but at a far more microscopic level.

For the last 3 years we have been engaged in a relativistic for-
mulation of light (uds) few-quark systems on the lines described
above , with a view to testing the uj -universality hypothesis
through a comparison of its predictions over a wide-ranging variety
of hadronic data. As emphasized in the foregoing, for light quark
systems the BS model has had to be formulated from the very beginning
in a closed relativiatic form, in preference to a v/c -expansion (which
is valid only for heavy quarks). The necessary technological material
has been adequately described in a series of papers to which we refer
the interested reader for details . Taking account of the rela-
tions (9) and (10), the only parameters of the theory are the universal
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spring constant to and the quark mass of the flavour Bector concerned,
at the respective values (input):

O J * 0 - 1 5 , 1 " ^ = 0.2-S tft^* 0.3>5 Jm t= \MO (11)

in GeV units.

2. B.S. Dynamics for qq Systems

1 shall now try to provide a panoramic view of the basic features
of model, first illustrated by the qq case for simplicity, together
with the main results of application to several district physical
systems within an integrated framework in terms of the parameters (11)
only. Consider the qq equation (6) for definiteness. The first step
consists in carrying out the Gordon reduction on the BS amplitude, viz,

¥ O-.O = ̂  G 0 § O- {12)

followed by the instantaneous approximation (IA) on the reduced ampli-
tude t :

"Y^*^ ~ 4̂ -*V $ 0*1***̂  (13)

As a result the IA wave function i> (<|) is found to satisfy the following
simple looking equation for the harmonic kernel (5) in the equal mass
(m-v - m-j =m ) case:

^ - 1 ^ - s J. s + Q^] H> CV) (1 '
where Qq and L are certain simple q-dependent operators and the entire
spin dependence is cqntained only in the J.S. term which is diagonal.
This diagonality in spin has a two-fold advantage : (1) equation (14}
gives rise to an explicit mass formula valid simultaneously for 5-0,1
(PV) systems and (ii) any additional spin dependence of t (q) can
at most involve the total 4-momentum P (but not the variable momentum
q). This last indicates (through (13)) that the non-trivial y -
dependence of T is already contained in (12) and any additional spin-
structure must be ^-independent.

The true qq wave function is not quite 1>(q) but a related quan-
tity • which incorporates current conservation by eliminating the

2 0 )Lq term in (14)
ch
2 0 )

<j) (V)
Substitution of (15) in (14) leads to the following mass formula'

(15)

20)
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(16)

where TQQQ is the (perturbative) addition of the corresponding contri-

bution of the (hitherto neglected) one-gluon exchange term, equation (2).

The other symbols are

xj}l = \ + Co / <v*q, (i?)

N M ~H' H to - ' - ~ ( 1 8 )

The quantity F(H) has a simple interpretation: It is a univeral

(mass) , common to all members of the SU(6) x 0(3) supermultiplet,

incorporating as it does all corrections due to spin- and momentum -

dependent symmetry breaking effects, and measured in units of the FKfl-

like spring constant i) M. The latter is indeed comparable to FKR's

a -parameter17'(the inverse Regge slope), but its (M,mq) dependence,

equation (17), should hopefully account for its observed variation for

P, K", etc. sequences.

A simple test of the spin and flavour degeneracy of F(M) for a

given N as well as the spacing rule 4 F = 1 for fi N = 1, is provided

by calculating this quantity for the observed masses and checking

directly on these features. This expectation is indeed fulfilled as

was first shown in ref. (20), and with some refinements (for unequal

mass kinematics) in ref, (21). To illustrate, the F(M) values of n

and p are almost equal 2 1), despite the huge difference in their Up-

values. Thus the model accounts simultaneously for the small mass of

the pion as well as its large distance from the (moderate) mass of the

r'lo. The K versus K* masses are also accounted for in the same way.

The AF = 1 rule for successive N- excitations is also very well sat-

isfied. The F(M) degeneracy for P and V states was also used to

estimate the mass difference between the J/* particle and its pseudo-

scalar partner n to yield1,20)

too + z o H t V

in good agreement with the then available data. However, the model

fails for the radially excited cc spectra {because of the perturbative

treatment of the one-gluon term). It also breaks down for heavier

mesons (bb) for the same reason. The fuller details on the observa-

tional tests of F(M) will be found in ref. (20, 21).

The second aspect of this formulation concerns the structure of
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the BS amplitude * in terms of the IA wave function <i (q) - or rather

;the function *(q) - through an inversion of the relation (13). In this

respect the spin - diagonality of equation (14) warrants the following

(deduction in a 4 x 4 matrix representation :

,where r is a constant 4 x 4 Dirac matrix determined by the external

kinematics of the qq state,* (q) is a solution of (14) in association

'with (15) and Nu is the standard h-dimensional BS normalization

'constant. The wave function * (q) in the ground state is normalized as

l ^ y V ^ ( / ^ V f ^ « * ^ = n-H (20)

! ' 21)

Tor P, V and A^ meson respectively A £reat advantage of the repre-

sentation (19) from the point of view of writing down matrix elements

,by Fejmman rules is that it provides a very transparent identification

;of the normalized qmq {•: meson) vertex, as the coefficient of the two

'quark propagators which are explicitly exhibited. An identical alge-

jbraic structure for the BS amplitude (.19) us we] 1 as one for the mass

• formula (10) holds for the null-plane approximation2-1 ) (wi Uh <]Q*. ̂ q_ ,
to <j*q ) .; 2, +
i

,3. Applications of the qq Wave Function

• The applications of the HS amplitude (19) to me:ionic: (m) processes

jean be graduated in ascending order of complexity viz, m + 11, m •- m' +

!+ "M10) and m + m 1 + m". The necessary culculntional details liave botn

described in recent publications21>22'. Tho results are summarized

|(a) P .11, V ->!!, T -t mv^

' The pionic amplitude f in this model is given by the simple

j(ViJ-like) formula2'*'21 '

(22)

where PIr is j;iA'0!1 by (20) . Similar formuDne hold for fK, fn. The
.resul t s (in MeV) fop U«i ijarameters ( ] l ) are

.The <lal.a where ava i l ab l e are fihov/n in parentheses in what follows. In
for a V -K:+C t r a n s i t i o n i s given bya s imi lar way the width r v

(23)
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(24)

i • " • •

In particular the rho vacuum coupling constant g is given by

The individual V*e e widttis (in keV) are

(25)

(26)

For the T -lepton. because of its much Jneavisr mass. the above pro-
TI y

ceases manifest as T •+ TTVT , etc. The results for some modes are

royr(p) = o• y (
For detailed interpretation, see ref, (.21).

( b ) TT , K radii , _K-, ̂  _de•: ay , u*n0y.

Next in order of complexity are a clas^ of an.pli t'-ides i n w;ii ch 'i

meson suffers a transi ti jn with a change in spirt and/or flavour through

e.m. (or weak) interaction. The e.m* form factor belongs to this class,

from which the charge racM.ns of a P-m&r.on works out f for m-. / nuj as :

where the first term is the simple 3--dimens lonLii prediction, while the

second term represents the characteristic effect c; BS dynamics. The

break-ups for pion and kanr. are ( in GeV" ) -

The experimental numbers for the kaon and pion are respectively

0.53 + .OS and 0.71 + .0^bl. The BS effect is clearly important

and in the right direction.

For Kig decay, the ^ parameter has the fcllowing break-up

between the 3-dimensional and specific BS contributions''1};

^+ - o- ois- -009 = o.oe £ fo.ots t • OO'O)
where the observed figure is shown in parentheses. Finally them*n5v

amplitude which must also be listed as an example of this class of

processes, yields the result22)

-9-

{ C '! p -• TI n̂  dj ^ PTT :

These amplitudes represent purely hadronic processes (real or vir-

tual) and exhibit51' the general features of the quark-pair-creation-

mode; (QPCM)27) in the sense that each such matrix element is express-

ible as the (3-dirnensional) overlap integral of the product of the

three (3-dimen.sional ) wave functions of the mesons concerned, together

with certain kinematical factors (spins, momenta and an energy denomi-

nator) which appear only in the 'numerator' of the integrand. After

integration over the internal momenta the matrix element is propor-

tional to a Gaussian factor F involving only the external momenta P±
of the mesons concerned" , viz, an expression of the form ;

Kl

A Liters! application of this 3-dimensional form factor leads however

to misleading results, as had earlier been noticed some years ago28'

in connection with the applications of QPCM to i-elativistic processes.

The reifiedy suggested then was the replacement'^

~\J =* + ^ u = - H v (for each i )
together with an overall renormalization w .r.t. to the form factor for

a reference coupling (PPP). It was argued that such replacement would

not be unreasonable for 'modest'values of M2{< 1 GeV2). We adopt the

same prescription here, with the reference coupling (PPP) form factor

evaluated -it the symmetrical (unphysical) point221 P? = - m2 (i =1,2,3).

Fur 0 " coup'ing the entire procedure yields the result:

f
= 2 . • (30)<1 — \- I "2.

corresponding to a p+ TTTT width of 142.7 MeV (158 ± 8 MeV). On the

other hand the !.>•• on matrix element yields g s1.01 g which is

consistent with the VMD principle (requiring g = g I for simulating
PQ T P

a - v v decay via m ->pu and p->y substitution '.

Further details on these and allied cruoec-ses, e.g. nv * 2y are

given in ref. (22).

4. Glue ball Spectrr,

Glueball spectra represent a particularly simple and straight-

forward application of the BS formalism without the introduction of any

new parameters since the gluonic spring constant ID 2 is rletermined by
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""qq ' e 1 u a t i o r i O ) . and the gluon is massless.
of the 3-dimensional qq equation (14) is

The glueball analogue

(31)

where S = Sĵ  + S 2 is the total spin-operator for the gg-system and Qq

is the same as in equation (14). Since there is only one length scale

here (jn = 0), the mass formula is explicitly given by

(32)

(33)

+ V (34)

The explicit predictions for the first few states in terms of the same
constants as appear in (11) are

where y is a dimensionless quantity involving M:

QN is defined by (18) and
19'

h(<5*v)». 1-13 \-ii ̂  * ̂  ^ l""
The model thus shows much less degeneracy than, e.g.,bag models30 which

seem to rely heavy on perturbative QCD to remove such degeneracies.

The experimental picture is not yet clear, but candidates for 2 + + and

0 states have been reported ' very near the above masses. Finally

the appearance of J = 1 states in our spectrum is due to the effective

mass M/2 for each gluon instead of strictly massless gluons (not merely

mg = 0) for which such states are forbidden
32'. The effective non-zero

masses are a result of the confinement mechanism where free gluons

should not logically exist, but such questions must wait till glueball

physics becomes experimentally precise.

5. Baryon Spectra from B.S. Equation

In the foregoing we_ have illustrated the structure of the BS

dynamics u.r.t. to the qq system for simplicity, but an almost identical

formalism {with little extra assumptions) holds for (qqq) baryon

systems. The algebraic details20' will therefore be minimized for

brevity, but because of the far greater richness and precision of

spectroscopic data in this case, it should be of interest to present

the comparison with theory especially since no fresh parameters are

involved in view of the connecting equations (9-11). The formalism

makes use of the instantaneous approximation for pairwise qq interac-

-11-

18' but requires an additional ansatz on the spectator quark'sturn
*:ime-like momentum

(35)

20)
where PQ is the total energy of the baryon

18'. The mass formula2"' is

again expressible in a form FB(M) = 1 ^ + 1 ^ + 3 similar to (16), but

now since there are two independent internal vectors (f ,i\ ), the RHS

must read as N + N + 3 , with appropriate extensions on the LHS. A

remarkable feature of Fg(M) is that for equal mass kinematics (N,A -

like states), the apin-dependence is again given entirely by a term

proportional to J.S.20'. The function FB(M) admits of an identical

interpretation of a central (mass)2, corrected for spin and momentum-

dependent effects, and measured in units of an FKR-like but (M, m )

dependent spring constant

The 3-dimensional ground state (L - L = 0 ) wave function is similarly

(37)

where

(38)

Experimental test of the F (M) function is provided by calculating33'34'

it for actual baryon masses for different members of the same super-

raultiplet N ( = N + N ) and checking for its constancy for all

members as well as for the equal spacing rule 4F = 2 successive Fegge

recurrences SN = 2. Table 1 shows these F(H) values for the prominent

candidates (which are now many), together with their M values (in GeV^

F(M) includes a correction FqCT) f o r a s = 0.64
34'.

An inspection of the table shows immediately how the huge'scatter'

of M^ values for different members of a given N-super multiplet are

reduced to extremely small variations at the F(M) level. The equal

spacing rule for successing Regge recurrences, not only for individual

species, but also for their collective N-supermultiplet structures

(with a very small spread), is also brought out. This trend is

strongly visible separately for even-and odd- N states, though there

is a small (.5(1 breaking of 56 - 70 symmetry between them33'34'.

Indeed, the universality of the F{M) function, together with the 4 F=2

rule for alternating N-values seems to be so well satisfied that this

theoretical feature can be profitably employed as a criterion for

determining the N-super-multiplet class of certain states" whose
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Table 1.
Comparison of F(H) values for observed baryon spectra

By this criterion e.g.

Baryon N L J F(M)

N(938)
P- (1236)

A (1115)

I (1195)
E»(1385) •

P'(1470)

p^deeo)
P^3(1690)

^ ^ ( 1 7 0 0 )
<IP^ 3 ( IB60)

F15{1690) •

Fo5(162O)
F 2 5 ( 1 9 1 5 )

F37(195O)

F27<2030
H19(2220)

Hog(2350)
H 3 F 1 1 ( 2 4 2 0 )

S01(1405)

D03(1520)
dD.[3(1520)

511(1520)
D15(1670)
D05(1830)
D£5(176 5)

Dl'3(1670)
SgjUSOO)

S" (1750)
D^3(1940)
G17(2ta0)
G07(2100)

Glg(22OO)

I 0 i l l (2585 )
I (2650)

0
0

0

0

d
2

2

2

2
2

2

2
2
2

2
4

4

4

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

3

3
3

3

3

3

5

5

0
0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0
0
2

2

2
2

2
4

4

4

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1

3

3

3

5

5

1 /2
3 / 2

1 / 2
1/2

3 / 2
1 / 2

1/2
3 / 2

1/2
3 / 2

5 /2

5 /2

5/2
7 /?

7 / 2

9 / 2

9 / 2

11/2

1/2
3 / 2
3 / 2

1/2

5 /2

5 / 2
5 / 2

3 / 2

1 /2

1/2
3 / 2
7 / 2

7 / 2

9 / 2

11/2
11/2

0.883
1.525

1.243

1.428

1.918
2.161

2.756

2.856

2.890

3.460

2.856

3.312
3.662

3 .803

4.121

4.928

5.523

5.856

1.972

2.310
2.310

2.310

2.789
3.349

3.115

2.769
3.240

3.063

3.764
4.494

4.410

4.84

6.682
7.023

1.972
2.003
2.015

2.105
2.135
4.121 •

4.138

4,087

4.110
4.177

3.915

3.947
3.997

4.202

4.221

6.06]

5.96?

5.998

3.317

3.346
3.368

3.291
3.407
3.261
3.294

3.383
5.342

5.286
5.3B1
5.429

5.410

5.290

7.567
7.646

the DfJ3 (1940)

4, L = 2, On= 1, and F Q 5 (2110) has N

SU. status which traditionally have been taken

now seem to admit of the

quantum numbers are suspect.

E -state belongs to N - 3,L

the other hand, the £

as N = 1, L = 1, spin-quartet satellites

alternative N = 3, L * l J = !i assignments. Finally, there is an

overall shortball of one unit of zero-point energy in the F(M) values

compared to their theoretical expectation (N + 3). This last feature

also holds to the meson states (see Sec. 6 for use of this result).

6. Baryonium States in the B.S. Model

Before discussing the properties of baryons and their couplings

to other hadrons which depend on the structure of their BS amplitudes,

we shall give a quick summary of the predictions of this model for

baryonium (qqqq) states^', While such states must be a necessary

consequence of any model of quark dynamics, their observational

signature has been highly obscure in recent years (pending the out-

come of LEP results). In our model we have performed a fairly compre-

hensive stucly^6^ of the occurrence and location of these states

through a solution of the BS equation for qqqq systems, classified in
37)

the standard fashion as T and M states which correspond to the color

combinations 3* and 6 for the (qq) diquarks respectively (3 and 6* for

the qq states). Since the Paul! principle operates separately on (qq)

and (qq) sub-systems, giving rise to a set of selection rules for

"allowed" states

the spins of

T- states: S

M- states:

,36)
In particular, for the orbitally unexcited states

and q 3q 4 subsystems are restricted as follows:

12

12
= 1, S

34

1; or

0;

12

or S

= SS34

12 S34

The orbital degrees of freedom can be classified according to

(;,n,[) excitations, where

" K
(39)

Solution of the BS equation in this case involves a heavy but straigth-

forward algebra^', and eventually produces a mass spectrum of the

form

*0O*-"-E(VVH-n-rC^* V a > (40>
wheren -. (M, 10) are certain generalized spring constants corre-

-13-
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sponding to cand (C , n ) excitations respectively, and H(M) is a func-
tion analogous to the a B Fg(M) function in the baryon case33), with
the Coulomb (one—gluon exchange) effect added perturbatively.

Note that the formula (40) is in principle capable of predicting
the baryonium energy levels through a numerical solution for M since
the only inputs (u , m ) are already known from equation (11). The
only problem is about the uncertainty in the zero point energy (ZPE).
In this respect, the lessons of qq and qqq cases (see Sec. 5 end) are
that, after the inclusion of Coulomb effects in F(M), (viz -. '4 in qq
and . 1 In qqq), there remains an overall short fall of one unit in
the ZPE when F(H) is estimated from the data. In the present qqqq case,
the Coulomb effect accounts for 1.52 {when M ~ 2 GeV), which indicates
a roughly linear extrapolation from the qq and qqq cases (viz, 1/2, 1,
3/2). Therefore assuming again an overall ZPE short-fall of one unit,
as in the qq and qqq cases, equation (40) may be employed for esti-
mating H numerically, after subtracting the one unit of background
ZPE from the RHS. The results for M (in GeV) for the first few
orbitally unexcited states are as follows :

State = T T T T T K M
tt tt tt ss st tt ss

P + + + + * * +
J = 0 1 2 0 1 0 0

M = 2.52 2.62 2.78 2.59 2.69 2.92 2.98

(The suffix notations3^' t and s stand for spin-triplet and spin-
singlet diquarks/ antidiquarks respectively. The first/second suffix
characterizes the qq/qq spin state.)

If these predictions are taken seriously, they seem to offer a
plausible understanding of their elusive nature, since the high ground
state implies that such resonances would tend to decay quickly into
lighter hadrons,uninhibited by centrifugal effects. Therefore the large
widths of these individual states, coupled with the relative proximity
of several of them in the range (2.5-3.0 GeV) would tend to produce a
strong overlapping and blurring effect, giving rise to a rather flat
scenario, making it experimentally difficult to resolve them into a
clean pattern. For details, see ref. (36)

7. E.M. and Pionic Couplings of Baryons

As in the qq situation the 3-disiensional BS equation for qqq
systems, is again diagonal in the spin-dependent operators (at least
for the harmonic interaction), thus facilitating a representation,

-15-

similar to (19), expressing the 4-dimensional BS amplitude* in terms
of the 3-dimensional wave function *0. This structure is a sum of three

distinct terms, viz, f = f 1 2* '3 corresponding to the 3 different
ways in which the last interaction can occur in a particular qq pair,
the third quark (indicated by the suffix) remains a spectator. In
particular f 3 has the following form

(41)

(42)/2TT.5(o

where the explicit appearance of the three quark propagators helps
identify the baryon-qqq vertex as V3W(P) when the quark p 3 is a spec-
tator. Similar expressions hold for Y y and* 2-

 In V 3 ' Di2 is an e n e r8y
denominator for the (q^q2) pair,similar to D(q) of equations (14,19)
and <|i0 is the (instantaneous) 3-dimensional wave function, equation
(37) , as the analogue of *Q(q) in equation (20). The energy 6 -func-
tion, with the associated normalization factor S(0)"^ are consequences
of the assumed (3-dimensional) form of the confining kernel wherein the
spectator's time-like momentum p9 is not influenced by the dynamics, a
malady which was sought to be cured by the additional ansatz (35) on
this quantity. The constant spinor W(P), which for reasons stated above,
depends only on the external 4-momentum P , plays a role analogous

to the Dirac matrix
fo 11 oti i ng forms :

r in the qq case , equation (21), and has the

for (43)

39)
I x. * ) are the spin-isospin functions""" of S3-classifications (mixed
symmetric and symmetric) so as to make W(P) explicitly Sj-symmetric
for the ground (56) states of SU(6). However, while the isospin
functions $ are quite well known ', the functions x must be rela-
tivistically adapted. For example, the structure of x s is given by

(44)

where the first factor is a 4 x 4 Dirac matrix (g t element) in a "23"
spin space and the second the o -element of a Rarita-Schwinger spinor
in the "1" spin space, and C is the usual charge conjugation matrix.
Similar representations hold for x', x"- Finally, the quantity N B

represents the normalization factor arising out of the standard BS
normalization of the full BS amplitude * ,so as to be consistent with

38)conservation of charge

We now list the results of several applications of the 4-dimen-

-16-



sional wave function t , while referring for details to some recent

papers '

(a) Charge Radius of the Proton

As in the meson case, the charge form factor of the proton re-

ceives a major contribution from the 3-dimensional wave functioning,

but also substantial multiplicative corrections arising from charac-

teristic BS effects. The break-up is best shown for the squared charge

radius as follows ' _,

where the first term represents the 3-dimensional contribution and the

rest the 4-dimensional BS effects. Numerically,

= 23-00 - (46)

where the observed value26' is shown in parentheses,

(b) Magnetic Momentum of Baryons

These calculations which are omitted for brevity are adequately

described in ref (38). The results (in n.m. units) are shown below,

together with the data, as well as the predictions of the VMD-oriented

Schwinger model

The results show rather good agreement with data, in company with the

Schwinger model whose predictions seem to be somewhat complementary

to the BS results38',

(c) a •> N Amplitudes

Another simple application of the baryon wave function lies in

the e.m. decay A + + pTwhich is the exact haryonic analogue of the

corresponding mesonic process u • *° y . The results for the two helicity

amplitudes in GeV~^ units are

A3|z_= - 2 O 5 Q- • ZS<f i -of}- ft.y — -]\<sf-- \18 ±. -O|\ (47)

These values, while somewhat lower than the averaged data, are never-

theless a significant improvement over earlier efforts based on ortho-

dox quark models17^, (though modified versions41' do give better fits4?*)

(d) Pionic Coupli.n£s of Baryons

We next consider the matrix elements for baryonic transitions

with the emission of a real (as in l->»i) or a virtual pion (as in

-17-

N - tl „). Such processes represent the baryonic counterparts of the

mesonic amplitudes p - 2 i. , u * P» discusses in the preceeding section,

and exhibit very similar features. Thus the QPCM features are

strongly in evidence, together with certain (spin-and momentum-

dependent) kinematical factors which are a natural outcome of the field

theoretic (BS) language. The prescription for relativists adaptation

of the gaussian form factor is also identical to equation (29) for the

external hadron momenta, together with the same renormalization point

(via pop reference coupling^ as employed f 2 g j t h e P u r e m e s o n c a s e-

However, the actual calculational details are more messy (though

straightforward) here, so we quote the results only (data in parenth-

esis):

V He.V

(48)

(49)

We make the following additional remarks. All these pionic coup-

ling results which agree within 10 % with the data, have been ob-

tained without giving any special status to the pion (or any other ps-

meson) beyond its normal entitlement as a qq pair. This may be compared

with the bag picture where the pionic degrees of freedom - in par-

ticular its crucial parameters m , f - are put in by hand for doing

hadronlc calculations with the bag model. In contrast, since we have

a full understanding of both these parameters (see Sec. 2 and Sec. 3),

as well as of G^,, (which constitutes a self-consistency check), the

BS model must be regarded as theoretically more satisfying as well.

A major fall out of this result is that the BS model reproduces the

OPEP features quantitatively , in the sense that the pion exchange

potential, viz

s %\ u c r V ' <5o)
both of which areandis determined only by the two quantities

correctly predicted by the model,

(e) Proton Decay

Finally, in view of several successes of the BS dynamics, as

listed above, it is tempting to mention an application of the BS dy-

namics to a process which has probably generated more excitement than

anything comparable during the last decade, viz proton decay, as the

only possible visible signature of grand unified theories. The process

has provoked innumerable calculations"', as well as frantic experi-

mental searches43', but no definite picture seems to have emerged so

far. There are two distinct types of ingredients for the process,

(i) the GUT interaction and (ii) the strong interaction dynamics.

-18-



Keeping the SU(S) GUT parameters fixed at the standard values4 4

our BS dynamics should warrant an unambiguous prediction of the decay
rate without the introduction of any further parameters (arising from
strong interaction effects). Taking the GUT interaction in the quantum
mechanical form45'

i J (52)

the amplitude for p* e » , for example, in given by

where the BS wave functions are as given in equation (19) and equation
(41). The results for two typical processes (e+ir°, e+qq) are as fol-
lows:

O- 5£ O (53)

33 ~in units of 10 yT which are smaller by about a factor of 100
than raost contemporary estimates. Possible reasons45 for this large
difference mainly relate to the sensitive mechanism of momentum
transfer as well as the role of the spectator7', both of which are
highly^relativiatic effects and cannot be adequately simulated through N.R.
models . Unfortunately an experimental resolution of this issue is
yet to be achieved4 . So far the negative results of 1MB are not
inconsistent with the above estimates, but a continued negative result
would presumably be a reflection on SU(5)48^, unless such large life-
times as estimated above cannot be resolved from background effects.

8. Conclusion

In the foregoing, I have tried to advocate a microscopic confine-
ment approach to few-quark systems through an effective (harmonic)
Kernel inserted at the level of q-q and q-q pairs, using the vehicle
of the Bethe-Salpeter equation for each such system. The formalism
which is realistic for light quark systems (which must require an
intrinsically relativistic treatment), has been developed in a simple
enough form so as to be applicable in practice to a large class of
phenomena amenable to experimental test. The comparison over a wide
range of hadronic properties (from mass spectra to current matrix
elements), all within a single integrated framework, would seem to
strongly support the ansatz of universality of the reduced spring

-19-

constant ( u ) which plays a role analogous to the bag radius, but at
a far more microscopic level. While several other applications are
possible (and in progress), it should also be of interest to look for
a formal basis for such a picture from field theoretic premises anal-

3)ogous to QCD-oriented efforts
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